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Abstract 
This dissertation was written as a part of the MSc in ICT Systems at the International 
Hellenic University. The basis of this project was to create a unique Traffic Generator. 
The main characteristic that differentiates it from other traffic generators is that it offers 
predefined realistic flows of packets that simulate certain traffic profile of applications. 
 It can be used to evaluate the performance of a network and help during implemen-
tation. It simulates five different real-time applications with prospect to insert additional 
ones. The anticipated outcome of this project is a tool that can be used from network 
administrators without complex configuration.  
 I am extremely grateful to my supervisor, Dr Nick Savage, for giving me the oppor-
tunity to work on this project and helped me with critical decisions during the study. I 
also acknowledge the valuable assistance of IHU Course office. Last but not least, I am 
grateful to my family for their support all these years. 
 
 
 
Paschalis Karapatakis 
02/12/2014 
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1 Introduction 
The vision of this project is the creation of a Network Traffic Generator that can simu-
late the traffic profile of certain real-time applications. Numerous tools are available to 
help network engineers with the monitoring and analysis of network traffic, but limited 
Traffic Generators exist. It is reasonable though. Monitoring and analysis tools could be 
used for many cases but Traffic Generators mainly work complementary to these tools. 
The importance of creating a flexible Traffic Generator can be verified during the im-
plementation of a new network or the extension of an existed one.  
 The purpose of this Network Traffic Generator is to generate repeatable sets of ex-
periments by using reliable and realistic network traffic profiles. It is important to 
measure the network performance for such applications before making use of real appli-
cations. Through this tool, a network administrator can evaluate the performance of a 
network, locate possible problems and trace guidelines for network planning and real 
implementation. 
 Today, there are many kinds of real-time applications over IP networks. For this 
study, it is essential to select a representative sample based on popularity and im-
portance. After careful consideration, five applications were selected: VoIP, Gaming, 
Interactive Video, Download and Play Video, Web Browsing. In future, it is possible to 
extent these five options by analyzing additional measurements according to future 
needs.  
 
The dissertation can be divided in three parts: 
 
1. Measurements. 
2. Analysis of the measurements. 
3. Traffic Generation. 
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1.1 Measurements 
 
The project will be based in real-time measurements of five different applications. 
Three of them are UDP based (VoIP, Interactive Video with Skype, Gaming) and the 
other two would be TCP applications (Web Browsing, Download and Play video).The 
reason that these applications are chosen, is that compose a representative sample of re-
al time applications that are used in daily basis by common users. Extensive analysis 
about the selection of each application and software would be provided on individual 
chapters. 
 Wireshark is used to capture traffic from the appropriate interface. Only the intend-
ed application is running but it is normal to capture packets from other applications that 
are running in background. 
 After selecting the applications, other parameters should be decided. An interesting 
parameter is the time of day that our experiments take part. Supposing that selected ap-
plications follow a typical traffic profile, we can assume that their performance during 
low network traffic hours would be better. Therefore, the experiments would be record-
ed during High network traffic hours (typically, the peak hours are between 7 to 9 pm) 
and Low network traffic hours (12-3 am) unchanged.  
 Another parameter is the duration of the measurements. Each application should be 
considered individually. Download and Play Video is an interesting example. Average 
length of a YouTube video is 4 minutes and 12 seconds according to YouTube Statis-
tics. Hence, five minutes video is the first option. There are also many videos that ex-
ceed 30 minutes, like movies or live concerts. 30 minutes is the second option and we 
could use a middle solution (10 minutes) to cover all the possibilities. Detailed analysis 
for each application’s measurements will be provided in the next chapters. 
 
The overview of parameters and applications can be found in table 1.1 
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1.2 Analysis of the Measurements 
 
The analysis of the measurements will focus on two statistics, Packet Sizes and Inter-
arrival times. These two statistics are sufficient to generate similar traffic with the 
captured one. Inter-arrival time is the time period between the "start" of two events, the 
transport of the packets for this occasion. In Wireshark we can capture the 
sending/received time of each packet, so we could create the inter-arrival time among 
packets with a simple script. Packet sizes can vary from application to application. For 
example, in Web Browsing we could have either 64 bytes packets (ACK messages) or 
big chunks of data, around 1400 bytes. In gaming the size of received packets could 
vary from 50 to 250 bytes etc.  
 It’s worth mentioning that the analysis of the measurements will take part on both 
sent and received traffic. A Traffic Generator should simulate both streams of traffic for 
better results. It would be a big disadvantage to simulate only the traffic that one termi-
nal send, for this study. Of course, the best way would be, to measure the send traffic 
Application 
Traffic 
Low High 
VoIP  10 minutes x 3 10 minutes x 3 
Interactive Vid-
eo  10 minutes x 3 10 minutes x 3 
Gaming 10 minutes x 3, 30 minutes x 2 10 minutes x 3, 30 minutes x 2 
Download and 
Play 3 videos of 5,10 and 30 minutes 3 videos of 5,10 and 30 minutes 
 
Interaction 
Low High 
Web Browsing  20 minutes x 3 20 minutes x 3 
Table 1. 1 
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from both terminals but this is impossible for the most applications. The reason that 
would be better, is the delay variation that may occur by receiving a flow of packets. 
We could overcome the issue of delay for the receiving traffic through the process of 
inter-arrival times (we care about the difference between the time that packets arrived, 
not the time itself) but we can’t verify or predict the delay variation due to network 
issues. A fine example to approve this, is on Skype and VoIP. We expect similar 
behavior for both sent and received traffic. As we will see in chapter 3 the packet sizes 
are identical but there is a slight variation in inter-arrival times. It is impossible to use 
YouTube or other servers for measuring, so we compromise with the solution of 
received and sent traffic.   
 Filters are applied to identify sent and received traffic, creating CSV files that can 
be manipulated with python. Identify the involved IPs is an easy task. Only the intended 
application is running, so the most of the captured traffic is about it. By recognizing the 
most frequent IPs and verify them through google is an effective way. Web Browsing 
though, uses multiple IPs and a different technique is needed. The method used in this 
study is to filter all packets for HTTP GET ones and store their IPs. Then, filter the ini-
tial capture with the stored IPs as destination for the sent traffic, and as source for the 
received one. A similar technique is used for the other application without the need of 
stored IPs or extra filtering. 
 
1.3 Traffic Generation 
 
To generate traffic, we should base on the measurements and their analysis. Here is the 
tricky part that absorbed most of the time for this study. The procedure begins with join-
ing the data from packet sizes and inter-arrival times for both sent and received traffic. 
Thus, there are four parts for each application. After joining the data, a model is needed 
to emulate these data. This model is used to generate lists of packet sizes and inter-
arrival times with size that user defines. Python and Scapy are used to generate the 
packets and send them to predefined IPs. 
 Joining the data for each application is the first challenge. First, it must be decided if 
there is any impact due to time that the measurements occurred. If yes, then it is neces-
sary to create two different models for Low and High network traffic hours. Regarding 
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join the data, one solution would be to choose the most suitable sample for each case, 
but it is not a representative one. Another solution would be to use the average values 
for each application. Finally, the data are joined by using the sum of them for the reason 
that is explained in the next paragraph. 
 By observing the diagrams of the packet size and inter-arrival time frequencies, we 
can understand that most of their distributions are not typical ones. We can detect nor-
mal or exponential distribution sometimes but there are high peaks that cannot be emu-
lated in a precise way with usual distributions. I think, it is crucial to catch these peaks 
because they represent certain types of packets (like ACKs) that characterize the total 
traffic. Therefore, Probability Density Function is used (It is a function that describes 
the relative likelihood for this random variable to take on a given value).  [1] 
 Python offers one Probability Density Function for Normal Distribution that doesn’t 
cope well with other types of distribution. MATLAB would be a perfect choice, as it 
offers a variety of functions but the problem is that there is not any package in Python 
that provides interface to these MATLAB functions. Building the model in MATLAB is 
out of the question, because the size of generated traffic should be predefined, and not 
set by the user. Another solution could be R through package “rpy2” in python, but 
there are no appropriate functions for this cause. In any case, this part of the dissertation 
was a difficult puzzle and finally I used a script that can calculate the probability of 
each value’s frequency over the total sample. In this way I could generate exact the 
same traffic profile with the captured one. Therefore, I decided to join all samples by 
using the sum of them to have a more representative sample and with this ‘amateur 
probability density function’ generate the results. In future, it would be beneficial to co-
operate with a mathematician to improve the current function or use other solutions to 
analyze the distributions. 
 After creating the model, Python and more particularly Scapy package used to cre-
ate the stream of packets. Scapy is a powerful interactive packet manipulation program. 
It is able to forge or decode packets of a wide number of protocols, send them on the 
wire, capture them, match requests and replies, and much more.  [4] Thus, it is suitable 
for this study. It offers the possibility to set many parameters in packets. Packet size, IP 
source and destination, Port are some of them. The problem is that there is no parameter 
to define the time to send the packet. There is a command to send multiple packets and 
set an inter-generation time but it wouldn't accept a list of them, just a single value (e.g. 
-12- 
send 500 packets with 0.02 inter-arrival time between them). A solution to this issue is 
to use a delay function among sending packets. The verification of the results are very 
interesting and would be presented in chapter 4. 
2 Literature Review 
 There are several Internet Traffic Generators but not a prominent one. Most of them 
focus on creating specific packet or set of packets and setting detailed parameters and 
protocols. The main characteristic that differentiates the current Traffic Generator from 
the others is that it offers predefined realistic flows of packets that simulate certain traf-
fic profile of applications. It is a big advantage to offer this type of service, because the 
network administrator doesn’t have to spend any time to configure specific parameters 
to test his network. I think, the best Traffic Generator should offer both types of ser-
vices. The possibility to create packets with many parameters and interact with detailed 
settings is essential for a professional tool. But also, by offering preconfigured flows of 
internet traffic is a great facility for the user. Without needing to have in depth 
knowledge of network protocols or even understanding the fundamentals you can use 
this Traffic generator. 
 In this point, it is important to notice the differences between Traffic Generators and 
Packet Generators. In traffic generators we generate a stream of packets with specific 
parameters (bitrate, packet lengths, packet bursts etc). In Packet generators we generate 
packets that must be configured individually. Packet generators may offer the possibil-
ity to generate a set of packets or not. In conclusion, we could say that Traffic genera-
tors are a subcategory or evolution of Packet Generators. This study is about Traffic 
generators but it is essential to mention important Packet Generators that could be used 
in this study (like Scapy) or could be evolved into Traffic Generators. 
. 
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2.1 Ostinato 
The most popular Traffic Generator according to google is Ostinato. It is an open-
source, cross-platform network packet crafter/traffic generator and analyzer with a 
friendly GUI. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Ostinato is based on client-server model. The server can be connected to only one client 
at a time. The client and server can also run on the same computer by using the loop-
back IP address 127.0.0.1 (Default mode). It provides two transmit modes, Sequential 
Streams and Interleaved Streams. There are two illustrative examples on Ostinato user 
guide that are worth mentioning.  
 Sequential Streams: There are 2 streams - TCP and UDP, the TCP stream config-
ured to send 100 packets at the rate of 10 packets/sec and the UDP stream configured to 
send 500 packets at the rate of 5 packets/sec. In sequential streams transmit mode, 100 
Image 2. 1 
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TCP packets will be sent first at the rate of 10 packets/sec, followed by 500 UDP pack-
ets at the rate of 5 packets/sec. 
 Interleaved Streams: There are 2 streams - TCP and UDP, the TCP stream config-
ured to send at the rate of 10 packets/sec and the UDP stream configured to send at the 
rate of 5 packets/sec. In interleaved streams transmit mode, 15 packets will be sent per 
second, of which 10 packets will be TCP and 5 will be UDP. 
 Also, it is possible to select the port to prevent the OS from sending packets on a 
port that you are using. The configuration of frame length is possible too, you can 
choose either fixed length or use any of the other modes (incrementing, decrementing or 
random) by configuring a minimum and maximum value between which the frame 
length will vary.  Furthermore, you can configure the protocols in your packet by click-
ing on the appropriate radio buttons in standard (Image 2.2) and advanced mode (Image 
2.3) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Image 2. 2 
Image 2. 3 
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Another important feature of this software is the control of streams. It is possible to con-
figure the number of packets and the rate with other important parameters 
Moreover, there are many options to show the statistics about the streams but it is out-
side the scope of this study. 
 In conclusion, Ostinato is a useful tool that can generate stream of packets with 
many parameters and combine different streams with two ways. The graphical user in-
terface is very friendly and installation is easy. The main disadvantage of this software 
is that you can define the Packets/second and the Bursts/second but this technique can’t 
emulate effectively applications like VoIP or Interactive Video. So, the rate is fixed and 
we can use only one inter-arrival time between packets of a stream. Even if we use 
streams with different inter-arrival times it is unlikely to succeed an effective simula-
tion. Of course, the software wasn’t built for this reason (simulate real-time applica-
tions) but it is essential to provide these types of services to network administrators. It 
would make their life easier.  [5] 
 
 
2.2 Nping 
 
Nping is an open source tool for network packet generation, response analysis and re-
sponse time measurement. It belongs with the NMAP project which is very popular 
Image 2. 4 
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among security and system administrators that want to assess networks for vulnerabili-
ties. Although Nping and Ostinato provide similar services, 
Nping’s purpose is different. It actually acts more as simple 
ping utility to detect active nodes, but also as a raw packet 
generator for Denial of Service attacks, route tracing and 
ARP poisoning. It is notable that it is in early stages of de-
velopment since it started as "Google Summer of Code" Pro-
ject in 2009 and additional functionalities may implemented 
in the future. Also there is a to-do list of features that every-
body could contribute code to Nping. 
 Nping has a very flexible and powerful command-line 
interface that grants users full control over generated packets. 
It supports all the capabilities of Ostinato except the graph-
ical interface. In general, it is a promising tool from a reputed project that could evolve 
to a prominent Traffic Generator. Disadvantages are almost the same with Ostinato. No 
preconfigured streams of packets that could emulate real-time applications’ traffic and 
some bugs due to developing stage. 
 
2.3 Bit-Twist 
 
A unique Ethernet Packet Generator is Bit-Twist. It includes bittwist, to retransmit traf-
fic from a capture file, and bittwiste, to edit a capture file and write the result to another 
file. The first part is very interesting and could be used for a part of this study. In fact, 
with this tool we can regenerate the captured traffic onto a live network! According to 
documentation, this packet generator is 
useful in simulating networking traffic or 
scenario, testing firewall, and trouble-
shooting various network problems. So, 
we can generate real-time applications like 
VoIP or Gaming efficiently. Another ad-
vantage is that it is highly scriptable. With proper manipulation we can turn Bit-Twist 
into an extremely flexible packet generator tool that gain all advantages of previous 
Image 2. 5 
Image 2. 6 
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tools that discussed. It runs on Mac OS X (and *BSD), Linux, and Windows. The only 
disadvantage I could find is the lack of Graphical User Interface. The differentiation 
with the intended packet generator is that doesn’t offer preconfigured generation of 
packets but we have to capture the intended traffic first, in order to regenerate it. It is a 
waste of time for the Network Administrator, but it offers him many options with the 
manipulation of packets. [6] 
 PlayCap could be added in the same ‘family’ of Packet generators. PlayCap plays 
back captures made from Wireshark, tcpdump, WinDump, or any libpcap-based appli-
cation. This is its only function, so further analysis is not necessary. 
2.4 Scapy 
 
Scapy is a powerful interactive packet manipulation program in Python. It enables you 
to create, forge, or decode packets on the network, to capture packets and analyze them, 
to dissect the packets, etc. Scapy can be utilized not only through its interpreter console 
but can also be used inside a Python program by importing the Scapy module. Scapy 
supports 356 protocols and we can easily gain an in depth knowledge of the TCP/IP 
stack. The primary reason that make Scapy so special is that it is not restricted in typical 
functions.  With most other networking tools, you won’t build something the author did 
not imagine. With Scapy you have the liberty to use protocols with a total different way 
than the ordinary or even ‘malicious’ commands. Also, Scapy uses a “super-socket” 
which takes care of both reading and writing with a single socket.  
  Since Scapy is built on Python, you have the full functionality of Python including 
control blocks, conditional statements, and all of the available modules. The possibili-
ties are virtually limitless when it comes to building your own network tools. 
2.5 Swing: Realistic and Responsive Network Traf-
fic Generator.  [7] 
 
 A thorough analysis about the traffic generator Swing is presented in this paper. It is 
a study from University of California and the writers are Dr. Kashi Vishwanath and Dr. 
Amin Vahdat. Swing is a closed-loop, network responsive traffic generator that accu-
rately captures the packet interactions of a range of applications using a simple structur-
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al model. Swing can simulate a mix of applications sharing a link with certain parame-
ters. The paper is divided in 6 parts: 
i) Description of methodology. 
ii) Setting parameter in a given trace. 
iii) Use the parameterized trace to generate live traffic.  
iv) Validate Swing’s ability to faithfully reproduce trace characteristics. 
v) Examine the sensitivity of generated traces to individual model parameters. 
vi) Explore Swing’s ability to project traffic characteristics into the future. 
 Their strategy is to generate live communication among endpoints exchanging 
packets across an emulated network topology. They also configure the network topolo-
gy to match the bandwidth, latency, and loss rate characteristics of the original trace. 
Their output trace then is simply a tcpdump of all packets traversing the target during 
the duration of a Swing experiment. 
 The decisive metrics about the success of the generator are: realism, responsiveness, 
and maximally random. To analyze the trace, they extract bi-directional characteristics 
of packets traversing a single network link, which is the target link. To generate realistic 
traces they are based on the following characteristics from an original trace: 
1. Packet inter-arrival rate and burstiness across a range of time scales, 
2. Packet size distributions, 
3. Flow characteristics including arrival rate and length distributions, and 
4. Destination IP address and port distributions.  
 The most important feature of this network traffic generator is that can simulate dif-
ferent applications simultaneously, in a predefined environment (target link). To 
achieve it, Dr. Vishwanath and Dr. Vahdat divide the parameter space of their structural 
model into four categories. Users, Sessions, Connections and Network characteristics. 
In this way, they can individually set distribution values for certain parameters to ex-
trapolate a target environment. An example of the model used for individual application 
is depicted in Table 2.5 
Table  2.5 
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 There is a detailed analysis about the parameterization methodology of each applica-
tion which focus on the connections and sessions that should be initiated. Also they ex-
tract a frequency distribution for each of the model parameters to generate empirical 
cumulative distribution functions. But they don’t stop in this point. They configure the 
network topology to match the bandwidth, latency, and loss rate characteristics of the 
original trace. An overall view of the target link model is shown in Image 2.7 
 To validate their data, they focus on traces from a Trans-Pacific line (Mawi) and 
compare them with the generated ones. Their work is the first to show such a match 
across a range of timescales. 
 In conclusion, Swing explores a variety of what-if scenarios by tuning user, applica-
tion, and network parameters. It is a successful attempt to build a unique traffic genera-
tor. Not only they managed to simulate real-time applications, but also they can control 
the network environment that these traces are forwarded. Of course, there is room for 
improvement. Such as use UDP applications too or multiple target links. But their first 
version of the Swing is very promising and provide many challenges for future research. 
Image 2. 7 
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3 Methodology 
As mentioned in the introduction, the project will be based on real-time measurements 
of different applications. Many restrictions may applied in this selection, as time, re-
sources, access etc. The initial time schedule for the measurements phase was around a 
month. The available options were three: 
1. focus on many different applications (10 apps) with a couple of measurements  
2. focus on a couple of applications (2-3 apps) with exhaustive measurements 
3. a trade-off between the first two options (e.g. 5 applications with many meas-
urements). 
 The third option was followed with the prospect to add more applications in the fu-
ture.  
 Web Browsing, Download and Play video, Gaming, VoIP and Interactive Video 
with Skype are the five applications that were selected for different reasons. Their 
common characteristic is that they are widely used. They are based on several protocols 
that will be discussed individually on the next chapters, as the duration of measurements 
too. 
 Besides the length of measurements, this project would focus on the time of day that 
these captures occurred. Supposing that selected applications follow a typical traffic 
profile, we can presume that their performance during low network traffic hours would 
be better. Of course, all the selected applications are based on client-server model (ex-
cept Skype that is a hybrid peer-to-peer and client-server system). Hence the servers can 
easily adjust their resources to clients’ demands and no difference may noticed. In any 
case, it is an interesting parameter that could provide some conclusions about network 
performance. Internet Rush Hour is the time period when most of Internet users are 
online at the same time. Typically, the peak hours are between 7 to 9 pm. [8] So, the 
measurements for High network traffic would be occurred during this period of time. 
For Low network traffic hours, the measurements the measurements will be occurred 
after midnight (12-3 am). 
The relevant hardware and software used during the project are the following: 
 Intel Core I5 CPU @2.40GHz,  
 4GB RAM 
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 Linux Ubuntu Server 12.04 running on Oracle VM Virtual box (2GB RAM) 
 1.3 MegaPixel USB Camera 
 Dell Built-in Microphone 
 Python 2.7- Scapy v2.1.1 -Matplotlib 
 Skype v 6.20 
 CounterStrike v1.6 
 Mozilla Firefox  
 Wireshark v 1.10.10 
 
 An android smartphone with built-in camera used as the second terminal for VoIP 
and Interactive Video with Skype. Also, the connection used during the measurements 
is 8 Gbps ADSL. To analyze the traffic, Wireshark is an essential tool. All experiments 
were measured in Linux except Gaming. A popular First-person shooting game was 
chosen for this study (Counter-Strike) that is provided only on Windows environment. 
There were some other options like using a Virtual machine for Windows on Linux, but 
the measurements on Windows were satisfying. Another compatibility issue occurred 
with built-in camera and Linux (common problem with black screen that is not resolved 
until now), so it was necessary to use an external USB camera. 
 After collecting all the measurements, a script would be needed to create and 
demonstrate the results. The filtered measurements are saved in CSV files containing 7 
columns: Number of Packet, Time, Source, Destination, Protocol, Packet Length, in-
formation. The analysis would be focus on two statistics, Packet Sizes and Inter-arrival 
times. These statistics are enough to generate traffic. The first one is easy to retrieve, as 
there is no need to manipulate the column Packet Length. The column Time though, 
needs manipulation to create the inter-arrival times among packets. Inter-arrival time is 
defined as the time between the "start" of two events. Thus, we have to subtract the time 
of each packet from the previous one. Fortunately, Python can easily import CSV files 
and modify them in any way. The most suitable data structure to associate packet sizes 
and their frequency for a specific sample would be an associative list with (key, value) 
pairs. As key we use the packet size or the inter-arrival time with millisecond resolu-
tion. As values we use the frequency of each key. This association can be processed 
with Dictionaries. Python support these data structure with many commands to manipu-
late the whole Dictionary or a part of it (e.g. only values that are associated with specif-
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ic keys). In the end, the python package Matplotlib is used to visualize the data and con-
tinue to our analysis. 
 The analysis should be pluralistic. The primary objective is to create a model that 
can simulate the captured traffic. Identify the distribution of each statistic and use it to 
generate identical traffic. Unfortunately, python doesn’t offer many statistical tools for 
this purpose. It is important to simulate as close as we can the captured traffic. The 
trickiest part is the packet sizes. In some applications there are packets with particular 
size and very high frequency. These peaks must be catch and not normalized by distri-
bution tools because they represent specific functions. A nice example for this occasion 
would be packet sizes of Download and Play Video (Received Traffic).  
 As we see, in figure 3.1, there are two types of packets with high frequency, 686 and 
1474 bytes. The description of Wireshark for these packet is “TCP segment of a reas-
sembled PDU”. This message means that TCP handed of the dissection to a higher layer 
protocol dissector. There are some ACK packets of 60 bytes too, due to TCP protocol, 
but their frequency is low.  
Figure 3 1 
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 An interesting function in Python that could be used for this project, is the Gaussian 
Probability Density Function (PDF). Gaussian PDF describes the relative likelihood for 
this random variable to take on a given value for Gaussian Distributions. This function 
was used for many samples but is wasn’t as effective as expected. In figures 3.2 and 3.3 
there are two diagrams of the packet sizes about the captured and generated traffic in 
Gaming Received Traffic. The distribution is considered as normal and the number of 
packets is identical for both samples. 
 As expected, the Gaussian PDF didn’t catch the peaks but it smoothly simulates the 
packet sizes. It could be used for this occasion but let see another sample that doesn’t 
follow normal distribution. In figures 3.4 and 3.5 there are two diagrams of the packet 
sizes about the captured and generated traffic in Interactive Video with Skype (Re-
ceived Traffic). The number of packets is identical for the two samples (around 47000 
packets) but the distribution is mixed. As we see in figure 3.5, the packet sizes may vary 
from 50 to 200 bytes or 1200 to 1450 bytes. The result of packet sizes with Gaussian 
PDF is ineffective (figure 3.4). There is a peak at 1360 bytes that is not depicted in the 
generated traffic and generally the second diagram is disappointing.  
Figure 3.3 Figure 3.2 
Figure 3 5 Figure 3 4 
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Maybe if the captured traffic is split into 2 diagrams we could achieve better results 
(figure 3.6 and 3.7). 
 
In this way, the generated traffic is much better than the previous one but again is not so 
satisfying. Thus, other techniques must be explored. 
 The most suitable tool for this occasion would be MATLAB. It actually provides 
many functions that could simulate the distributions easily and quickly. But no interac-
tion is possible between Python and MATLAB. An option would be to generate these 
statistics through MATLAB and then, use them in Python to generate the traffic. This 
method though, does not offer the capability of setting the size for generated traffic. We 
would have to set predefined sizes of traffic. This disadvantage wouldn’t help the pur-
pose of this project, because the intended user should generate the size of traffic that he 
desires. 
 There are other options too. The python package Rpy2 is providing a low-level in-
terface to R from Python, a proposed high-level interface, including wrappers to graph-
ical libraries, as well as R-like structures and functions.  [9] Unfortunately, the Probabil-
ity Density Functions in R, are not easily manipulated and due to limited time of this 
project it wasn’t possible to explore new methods through R.  
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 The final solution was to create an amateur probability density function that could 
suit into different types of distributions. It is a very simple script that stores the proba-
bility of each key’s frequency for a specific sample. In this way, we can generate exact-
ly similar profiles of traffic without any deviation. An example of identical traffic pro-
files for captured and generated Gaming Packet Sizes is shown in figures 3.8, 3.9. 
 
In future, it would be beneficiary to explore new methods through R or cooperate with 
an expert in statistics to improve this model. Due to limited time though, it was not 
proper to spend more time in this phase and we had to settle with this solution. 
 Next step is joining the data for each application. As we use probabilities there is no 
problem to sum all the samples and have a more representative sample. By adding up all 
the samples, the generated traffic would not follow a specific capture but a mix of cap-
tures that could be more representative of the application’s traffic profile and would 
overcome the weakness of the used model. It must be decided though, if there is any 
impact of the time that the measurements occurred. This factor would be critical. If 
there is any impact we have to create two different models. One model for Low network 
traffic hours and another for High network traffic hours. This hypothesis would be ex-
amined for each application individually.  
3.1 Gaming 
 
The first application is about Gaming. A very popular First-person shooting game is se-
lected for this part. Counter-Strike v1.6 is a lightweight game that does not have any 
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particular graphical demands and provides multiplayer mode. It is based on client-server 
model. The server setup the map and the clients/players join the game. For this project, 
we will only connect as clients. As mentioned before, Counter-Strike is provided only 
for Windows. There was a dilemma about using a virtual machine in Ubuntu (like 
Wine) or run the game in a Windows PC. After careful capturing and filtering, the 
measurements on Windows were satisfying and any additional configuration was use-
less. 
 The duration of every map varies according to server preferences and the range 
could be from 10 to 60 minutes.  For this study, the experiments would be 10 and 30 
minutes. A total of 10 samples (3x10 minutes, 2x30 minutes for both High and Low 
network traffic hours) would be sufficient for the analysis.  
 Counter-Strike is a real-time interactive application based on UDP protocol. It is 
reasonable to select a fast and unreliable protocol for Transport layer as there is no 
sense to resend lost packets in a real-time application. UDP is suitable for applications 
that need fast, efficient transmission as games, and guarantees reduced lag and real-time 
experience. It is faster than TCP because there is no error-checking for packets, no or-
dering of messages, no tracking connections, etc. Also, the header size is significantly 
smaller than TCP (8 bytes vs 20 bytes). 
 Initially, the received traffic would be analyzed. For this application, all samples 
will be displayed. 
 
Gaming 
Received Traffic (10 minutes) 
Packet Sizes 
Low Traffic Hours                           High Traffic Hours 
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Received Traffic (30 minutes) 
      Low Traffic Hours                               High Traffic Hours 
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 As we can see, the packet lengths vary from 50 to 300 bytes in every sample.  The 
distribution followed by each sample is almost the same, with small deviations. For ex-
ample in sample 2 (Figure 3.1.3) the packet lengths vary from 50 to 200 and in sample 4 
(Figure 3.1.2) from 50 to 300 bytes. It is normal to have this deviation in different cap-
tures and there is no reason to reject any sample or consider it as a problem. In ten 
minutes captures, the most frequent packet length is around 100 bytes but in 30 minutes 
captures there is almost same frequency between 100 and 150 bytes size, especially in 
samples 7 and 9. Hence, the conclusion is that after some time the packets tend to be 
larger.  
 About the time that these captures occurred, there is no significant difference be-
tween captured traffic during high and low network traffic hours. Sample 2 develops 
significant higher peaks than sample 4. Around 3500 packets with the size of 100 bytes 
of sample 2 in comparison to 1000 packets with the size of 80 or 125 bytes in sample 4. 
But this is reasonable because sample 4 use wider range than sample 2. In general, the 
packet lengths won’t show if there is a need for different models based on the time that 
the captures occurred. Inter-arrival times will be the determining factor. 
 The overall data that the model will use to generate traffic are shown in figure 
3.1.11. 
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Inter-arrival Times  
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Received Traffic (30 minutes) 
     Low Traffic Hours                               High Traffic Hours 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The diagrams about inter-arrival times are almost identical. They follow normal distri-
bution with mean value 10 milliseconds. There is no difference between High and Low 
network traffic hours, thus there is no need for two different models. The overall data 
that the model will use to generate traffic are shown in figure 3.1.22.  
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 In the next chapters, diagrams with same results would not be depicted for the sake 
of brevity. All diagrams can be found in Appendix. The analysis of Gaming received 
traffic is over, next page is about sent traffic. 
Sent Traffic (10 minutes) 
Packet Sizes 
Low Traffic Hours                              High Traffic Hours 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
30 minutes 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The packet lengths of sending traffic are more concentrated than received ones, in a 
range of 50 to 100 bytes. All samples are similar and most of them are omitted. The 
overall data that the model will use to generate sending packet sizes are shown in figure  
3.1.27. 
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Inter-arrival Times  
Sent Traffic (10 minutes) 
Low Traffic Hours                               High Traffic Hours 
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 The inter-arrival times among the sending packets are steadily 14 milliseconds. 
There is no difference between high and low network hours, therefore the model about 
gaming would be only one. The overall data that the model will use to generate sending 
inter-arrival times are depicted in figure 3.1.32. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 This is the last statistic needed to build the Gaming model. All these data (probabili-
ties) are stored in .txt files and are used in other script that uses Scapy. We did not face 
any particular problem with this specific application as all samples in each category 
were similar to each other. The inter-arrival times of sent and received traffic present 
same characteristics, which is normal for a real-time interactive application. The selec-
tion of this particular game was successful.  
3.2 Download & Play Video 
 
The next application is Download and Play Video, and specifically YouTube. Accord-
ing to YouTube statistics, 1 billion people use YouTube and the average user time 
spend on YouTube in July 2013 is 450 minutes! Therefore it is an important part of this 
study. [10]   
 YouTube uses TCP protocol because it requires high reliability, and transmission 
time is relatively less critical. Also, with TCP there is absolute guarantee that the data 
transferred remains intact and arrives in the same order in which it was sent. The videos 
are stored on Google Video's content distribution network. 
 Average length of a YouTube video is 4 minutes and 12 seconds. So five minutes 
video is the first option. There are also many videos that exceed 30 minutes, like movies 
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or live concerts. 30 minutes is the second option and we could use a middle solution (10 
minutes) to cover all the probabilities. Finally we use 18 different samples (3x5 
minutes, 3x10 minutes, 3x30 minutes) for both Low and High network traffic hours. 
The first measurements will be about the received traffic and only one sample of each 
category will be displayed due to large pool of captures (18 samples). All sample may 
be found in Appendix.  
YouTube 
Received Traffic (5 minutes) 
Packet Sizes 
Low Traffic Hours                                         High Traffic Hours 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
10 minutes 
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30 minutes 
Low Traffic Hours                               High Traffic Hours 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 There are two types of packets with high frequency, 686 and 1474 bytes. According 
to Wireshark’s field “info”, these packets are ‘TCP segments of a reassembled PDU’. 
The message means that TCP handed of the dissection to a higher layer protocol dissec-
tor (it may be Flash player). This dissector assigned to TCP dissector to collect multiple 
TCP segment to construct one PDU. If all goes well, the packet that contains the last 
part of the application PDU will have full dissection of the application protocol. There 
are also some ACK packets of 60 bytes due to TCP but their frequency is limited as we 
analyze the received traffic. The overall data that the model will use to generate re-
ceived packet sizes are depicted in figure 3.2.7. 
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Received Traffic (5 minutes) 
Inter-arrival Times 
Low Traffic Hours                                    High Traffic Hours 
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 The inter-arrival times between received YouTube packets are less than 10 millisec-
onds with a peak at 3 milliseconds. There is no notable difference between low and high 
network traffic hour measurements. The joined data that the model will use to generate 
received inter-arrival times are shown in figure 3.2.14. 
 
The analysis of Download and Play received traffic is over, next pages are about sent 
traffic. 
 
Sent Traffic (5 minutes) 
Packet Sizes 
Low Traffic Hours                                High Traffic Hours 
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10 minutes 
Low Traffic Hours                                       High Traffic Hours 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
30 minutes 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The packet lengths of sending traffic are all steadily 54 bytes. They are all ACK packets 
that are sent to acknowledge the server when one packet is received. In this way, the 
server is informed when to send the next packet. This part of the model is very easy to 
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be built and the overall data used are shown in figure 3.2.21. 
Sent Traffic (5 minutes) 
Inter-arrival Times 
Low Traffic Hours                                    High Traffic Hours 
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The inter-arrival times between sent packets show similar profile with the received 
ones, less than 10 milliseconds with a peak at 4 msec. The overall joined data are in fig-
ure 3.2.28. 
Again, this application doesn’t experience any difference between high and low net-
work traffic hours, so there is no need for two models. Maybe this hypothesis was 
wrong, but next measurements will validate if there is any difference in captures of dif-
ferent time. The analysis of Download and play video is finished without any particular 
problem. The results are stored in a txt file that will be used to generate identical traffic. 
 
3.3 Web Browsing 
 
Another part of this study is Web Browsing. Mozilla Firefox would be the selected 
browser. It is a well-known and widely used browser. According to Mozilla, Firefox 
counts over 450 million users around the world which means around 12% and 22% of 
worldwide. It is the third most popular web browser after Chrome and Internet Explorer. 
All measurements captured in Ubuntu 12.4 running on Oracle VirtualBox.  [11] 
 First, we have to predefine the use of Web Browsing. Typical users interact with 
Web Browsers for multiple uses, like video, chat etc. For this occasion, we consider 
Web Browsing as clicking on hyperlinks, read the context and proceed to the next web-
site. So, there are no videos or other form of interaction. It would be useful to insert a 
new category for this occasion, High and Low Interaction. High interaction means that 
the switch from link to link would be quick, and in low interaction there would be a 
waiting time between switches for reading the context. Appropriate duration for this 
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part would be 20 minutes. This time we will not examine the results for Low and High 
network traffic hours because of the new category (High/Low interaction) and the long 
period of measurements (20 minutes). 
 A tricky part of this application is how to filter the packets, granted that every web-
site uses different IPs. The method used in this study is to filter all packets for HTTP 
GET ones and store their IPs. Then, filter the initial capture with the stored IPs as desti-
nation for the sent traffic, and source for the received traffic. The application layer pro-
tocol that is used during Web browsing is HTTP. HTTP takes care of the communica-
tion between a web server and a web browser. HTTP is used for sending requests from a 
web client (a browser) to a web server, returning web content (web pages) from the 
server back to the client. HTTP runs on TCP for reliable transmission, so it is expected 
to see many ACK packets. 
As in previous applications, the first samples are about received traffic. 
 
Web Browsing 
Received Traffic (20 minutes) 
Packet Sizes 
Low Interaction                                      High Interaction 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
It is the most difficult model to create because it is completely based on user interaction. 
It is not an automatic procedure like YouTube in which the user had to select a video of 
particular time and only click Play. Clicking on random websites with different context 
can cause variations on the statistics. Also the waiting time among switches to different 
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websites is not fixed. It cannot be fixed because every website has different size of con-
text. Thus, different period of time is needed for exploring the website. The interaction 
proceeded carefully according to predefined parameters but the results cannot be fully 
representative of typical Web Browsing. Even if we used the same websites with the 
same order in each measurement, the result would represent this particular order. In any 
case, the Traffic Generator would be based on the predefined parameters and due to the 
probability density function there is no need to create two different models for low and 
high interactions. Both categories follow same distributions so we can join all the data 
and let the final user to decide about the size of the generated traffic. 
 As for the packet size statistics, we can see two different categories of packets. The 
ACK packets and the data packets. They are easily distinguished, as the first ones have 
size of 60 bytes and the others can vary from 1410 to 1460 bytes. The joined data are 
shown in figure 3.3.3 
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The inter-arrival times of Web Browsing packets follow negative exponential distribu-
tion with less than 10 milliseconds in most cases. There is no any difference between 
high and low interaction, thus the joined data would be for both categories. (Figure 
3.3.6) 
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 As expected, the sending packets from our terminal are mostly ACKs. In this occa-
sion the SYN packets are noticeable too. SYN packet is also a part of the TCP connec-
tion establishment (3-way handshake) and more particularly it is sent to indicate that a 
new connection is to be established. Their size in this measurement is 72 bytes, and the 
reason that their frequency is high is that during web browsing many connections may 
established. The joined data for this statistic are shown in figure 3.3.9 
 
Sent Traffic (20 minutes) 
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The distribution followed by the sent inter-arrival times is similar to received. There are 
some packets with higher delay than others, around 30 milliseconds, which may be 
SYNs, retransmitted or out of order packets. There is nothing special in these samples, 
so the joined data will be: Figure 3.3.12 
This is the model for Web browsing. It is the most debatable for the reasons that dis-
cussed before. The results though seem satisfying. Next applications are VoIP and In-
teractive video with skype. They have many common characteristics and can be classed 
in the same category. 
 
3.4 VoIP 
 
 
The next application is Voice over IP. The major use of internet is to provide communi-
cation and the most popular software about it is Skype. For this study, Skype version 
6.18 is used with Dell built-in microphone in Ubuntu. The calls are only voice without 
any other interaction (video, chat). For the other side of this communication an android 
phone is used in a different network (LAN). There is no difference though because all 
the measurements will take part on the Ubuntu system. There were two different ways 
to capture the traffic in this occasion. Granted that we have two streams of data we 
could either monitor the sent and received traffic of one stream or monitor sent and re-
ceived traffic in one terminal. Because of limited resources, such as only one pc in my 
possession and compatibility issue with built-in camera in Ubuntu (a second USB cam-
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era would be needed), I decided to apply the second way.  So all packets captured in 
VoIP and Interactive Video experiments would be in one terminal. 
 The average time spent on a Skype conversation according to Skype Journal is 27 
minutes  [12]. For this study though, it is inconvenient to use experiments of this length 
due to call drops, unstable connection and capacity issues. Therefore, the experiments 
would be 10 minutes length. Six different measurements will compose the final pool of 
experiments that will help to analyze the traffic and proceed to generation of it. Three of 
them would be during High network traffic hours and the other three during Low net-
work traffic hours.  
 For this application we expect similar statistics for both send and received traffic. It 
is reasonable to capture the same amount of traffic for both streams as they carry similar 
data. The next results may verify this expectation. 
 
Voice over IP 
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 The sizes of VoIP packets follow normal distribution, especially in samples 2 and 5 
(Figures 3.4.3-3.4.4), with a high peak at 150 bytes. There is also a lower peak at 110 
bytes, which is more noticeable in samples 1 and 4 (Figures 3.4.1-3.4.2). VoIP is based 
on UDP like gaming, as it needs fast transmission. Reliability is not the primary goal. 
Our first concern for VoIP though, is the Quality of Service which is mainly defined by 
the IP Packet Transfer Delay (IPTD) and Packet delay variation (IPDV). It is outside the 
scope of this project to evaluate the efficiency of the captured application, as we cannot 
measure IPTD. But, we already have Packet delay variation which can be derived by 
inter-arrival time. So we could check if the inter-arrival times are less than 50 millisec-
onds which is the threshold for Class 0 QoS. [13] The overall data that will be used for 
this model are depicted in figure 3.4.5. 
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 The inter-arrival times that are less than 15 milliseconds, are acceptable for good 
quality of service, but we may experience some problems when they reach 60 millisec-
onds. There is no difference between low and high network traffic hours in this case too, 
so we can infer in this point that it was a poor decision to categorize the measurements 
with this criterion. For VoIP received inter-arrival times the overall data are: 
The same behavior is expected for sent traffic statistics. 
Sent Traffic 
Packet Sizes 
Low Traffic Hours                              High Traffic Hours 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The distribution followed by sent packets is similar to received ones as expected. The 
range of the values is slightly less than received traffic and further analysis is unneeded. 
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Inter-arrival Times 
Low Interaction                                   High Interaction 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 The inter-arrival times in these samples are fixed at 19 milliseconds. It is strange, as 
it would be expected to have the same behavior with received traffic. The difference of 
10 milliseconds isn’t concerned as an issue though. The joined data are in figure 3.4.14 
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 All the data extracted to build the VoIP model and saved in a txt file. There was not 
any particular problem during measurements and most of the captures experience simi-
lar behaviors. The last application is Interactive video with Skype which presents simi-
lar characteristics with VoIP, so some common observations may be omitted. 
 
3.5 Interactive Video 
 
The last application is Interactive Video with Skype. The parameters are identical with 
VoIP except the video interaction. As mentioned before a wired USB camera is used on 
Ubuntu PC and an android phone with built-in camera. All the measurements performed 
at one terminal (Ubuntu PC). As VoIP, the experiments would be 10 minutes length and 
would be repeated six times (3 for High traffic hours, 3 for Low traffic hours). We ex-
pect similar results as VoIP. 
 
Interactive Video 
Received Traffic (10 minutes) 
Packet Sizes 
Low Traffic Hours                                     High Traffic Hours 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 The packet sizes of Interactive video compose a mixed behavior of VoIP and D&P 
Video. We can see two different categories of packets as in YouTube. The first category 
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(50-200 bytes) is met before in VoIP. We can assume that these chunks of data, link to 
voice part of the communication. The second category has a high peak at 1360 bytes 
and the distribution of it remembers the D&P video application. Unfortunately, the de-
scription of Wireshark doesn’t offer any details about the UDP packets to validate this 
assumption. The joined data are presented in figure 3.5.3.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Inter-arrival Times 
Low Traffic Hours                                  High Traffic Hours 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 The distribution followed by Interactive Video inter-arrival times is similar with the 
equivalent of VoIP. This fact intrigues the assumption that there is no correlation be-
tween inter-arrival times and packet sizes, and could be studied in future.  There is no 
need for further analysis and the joined data are: 
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Packet Sizes 
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 It was expected to have same results for both flows of traffic and these samples con-
firm it. The joined data are in figure 3.5.9. 
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Sent Traffic 
Inter-arrival Times 
Low Traffic Hours                               High Traffic Hours 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
The sent inter-arrival times are slightly different from the received ones but identical 
with the equivalent of VoIP. So, the behavior of Skype is similar for both applications 
with the difference of additional data in Skype Video. In future, it would be interesting 
to see the behavior of these applications with different software and compare the results. 
The joined data of sent inter-arrival times are shown in figure 3.5.12. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 All applications are analyzed and their joined data can be used now to generate 
similar traffic. The next chapter is about the results and the conclusions of the generated 
traffic. 
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4 Results 
The last part of this project is the final software that would simulate the measured traf-
fic. Initially, five different scripts are needed that would use each application’s data to 
simulate received and sent traffic. After completing this stage, a decision must be made 
about the overall software that would consist of these scripts. 
 Python and especially Scapy are used in this point. Scapy offers many options for 
manipulating and sending packets. Basic options are IP source and destination, transport 
protocol, port, packet length etc. Surprisingly, there is no parameter for setting the time 
to send a packet. With this restriction, an appropriate solution would be to use a loop for 
sending multiple packets with predefined delay among iterations. This delay is the inter-
generation time between the generated packets.   
 First results are about Gaming Sent traffic. The user may set the size of generated 
traffic and for this occasion is 10.000 packets. Destination IP is 127.0.0.1 and Transport 
protocol is UDP. The distribution used to generate the traffic is in figure 4.2. The statis-
tics of generated traffic are in figure 4.1  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 The packet size generated statistics are identical with the initial ones, as expected. 
Unfortunately, there is an unexpected problem with Scapy and inter-generation times. In 
figures 4.3, 4.4 the captured and generated statistics are depicted. 
 
 
Figure 4. 2  Figure 4. 1 – Generated Traffic 
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 From figure 4.4, we can see that the period of time among packets is fixed at 14 mil-
liseconds. The generated packets though (Figure 4.3), present much higher inter-
generation times with different distribution than captured traffic. In this point it would 
be useful to repeat the measurements without adding any delay (inter-generation time) 
this time. It is expected Zero delay between the sending packets or at most a small fixed 
delay (e.g. 1 msec). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 The results in figure 4.5 are disheartening. As it seems, Scapy is not the right tool 
for packet forwarding with millisecond resolution.  Not only it presents high delay be-
tween sent packets (average of 20 milliseconds) but also this delay is not fixed. It is a 
tricky issue that should be checked from the beginning of this study. Unfortunately, the 
whole project was based on Scapy. Hence, all data are manipulated for this tool and all 
study was about it. Even if other packet generators are used and all data get adjusted to 
them, it is doubtful that they would be faster than Scapy. Possibly the most suitable 
method for such demanding simulation would be socket programming.  
Figure 4. 4 Figure 4. 3 – Generated Traffic 
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 Nevertheless, in this point the only solution would be to change the time base from 
milliseconds to seconds. This is the only way to create results that could verify the 
script’s effectiveness. We can approve that generated traffic follow the same profile 
with the measured one. Hence, our only concern for future study is to find a packet gen-
erator that is faster than Scapy and can control packet manipulation with higher accura-
cy. 
 There are some restrictions though. There would be a small deviation of approxi-
mately 2 percent (due to Scapy’s delay), which is acceptable. Also, the number of gen-
erated packets should be small, because of the time base change. For example, a sample 
of 1000 packets with fixed inter-generation time of 10 milliseconds would last more 
than 150 minutes with time base in seconds. Additionally, there is no benefit to merge 
the individual scripts and create a final software solution as the results are not realistic.  
 In the following pages, the statistics of each application’s generated traffic would be 
depicted. Wireshark would be used again for the measurements of sent and received 
traffic. Depending on the inter-generation times, the generated packets would vary from 
200 to 1000.  
Gaming - Packet Sizes - Received Traffic 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 In figure 4.7 the Gaming packet size statistics are shown, that were used to generate 
similar traffic of 1000 packets. The result (Figure 4.6) is satisfying even if we use such 
a small number of packets because of the time limitation (Generated traffic is based on 
second resolution). By and large, the results are satisfying for all the applications. For 
the sake of brevity only one statistic of each application would be displayed. All the re-
sults may be found in appendix section. 
Figure 4. 7 
Figure 4. 6 – Generated Traffic- Second Resolu-
tion 
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D&P Video – Inter-arrival/generation Times – Received Traffic 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 In Download and Play Video, the inter-generation times follow the same distribu-
tion with the captured traffic. Around 200 packets were generated, therefore the result is 
not identical but the generator simulates successfully the captured traffic. 
VoIP - Packet Sizes - Sent Traffic 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Interactive Video – Inter-arrival/generation Times – Sent Traffic 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4. 9 Figure 4. 8 - Generated Traffic- Second Resolution 
 
Figure 4. 11 
Figure 4. 10 - Generated Traffic- Second Resolu-
tion 
Figure 4. 12 Figure 4. 13 - Generated Traffic- Second Reso-
lution 
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 To sum up, all the results of generated traffic are satisfying and can be found in Ap-
pendix. Unfortunately, due to limitation of time the size of generated traffic is small, but 
it is enough to deduce that it follows the desired profile. 
 
5 Conclusions 
The project of building a traffic generator that can simulate the traffic profile of specific 
applications is partially successful. There were some obstacles during different stages of 
this study that can be overcome with further examination.  
 The first conclusion is that there is no difference among the measurements that were 
captured during different time of the day. Hence, the hypothesis that we should create 
two different models for Low and High network traffic hours is wrong. The selection of 
the applications was successful as we did not face any particular problem and only Web 
Browsing was debatable. Another interesting fact is that Packet sizes of Interactive vid-
eo present similar statistics with VoIP and YouTube as it presented in chapter 3.5. Also, 
there is a slight concern about the probability density function used, as it simulates the 
exact traffic profile of the captured traffic. This concern was resolved by joining all the 
captures and use a more representative sample to generate traffic. In general, the stages 
of Measurements and Analysis were successful. 
 Regarding the Generation of traffic, the creation of packets with specific size was 
successful and realistic. Scapy though, is too slow to generate traffic of millisecond res-
olution. Thus, changing the time base from milliseconds to seconds approved that our 
model is effective but we cannot create a traffic generator that provide realistic results. 
Unfortunately, the selection of this powerful tool was wrong for our cause.    
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Appendix 
Code 1 – Import CSV file and extract Packet Size 
 
Code 2 – Import CSV file, extract Time, estimate Inter-arrival time 
 
 
Code 3 – Probability Density Function  
 
 
Code 4 – Send multiple packets with predefined delay 
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